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Score: ____________Name:       
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

e-mail   ______________________________

Test     9th YEAR OF STUDY 9G ENG

Points:  TEST 50 POINTS, ESSAY 10 POINTS

Zeljko
Typewritten text
9TH YEAR OF  STUDY

Zeljko
Typewritten text
TIME FOR TEST 50 MINUTESTIME FOR ESSAY 45 MINUTES

Zeljko
Typewritten text
Circle the correct answerA, B, C, DUse pen or pencil.



1 pt

1 pt

Question 1 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
1. What about meeting up some time this weekend?

A) I am busy this morning.

B) Sure, it’s OK.

C) Sure, that sounds good.

D) I get up early this weekend.

Question 2 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
2.  What’s his name?

A) He said he is Tom.

B) He said he was Tom.

C) He hasn’t say yet.

D) He says he was Tom.
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1 pt

1 pt

1 pt

1 pt

Question 3 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
3.   Look at these three paintings. Which one do you like the best?

A) I can’t really decide- they’re all good.

B) I don’t like this one.

C) I would like the first one.

D) I suppose this one is delicious.

Question 4 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
4.    I can’t stand sport. –But why?

A) My legs hurt.

B) I think it’s too boring.

C) I am not good in it.

D) It’s interesting!

Question 5 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
5. What is Tommy doing?

A) He is engineer.

B) He is a lawyer.

C) He is reading a book.

D) He watches TV.

Question 6 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
6.    Would you like a single or a double room?

A) I prefer a single room.

B) I’d prefer a double room.

C) I prefer single room.

D) I’d prefer double room.
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1 pt

1 pt
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Question 7 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
7.   What do you think about Susan?

A) I don’t get on well with her.

B) I don’t get well with her.

C) I don’t get her.

D) I don’t like her sister.

Question 8 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
8. You look a bit down.

A) I will get up.

B) I’ve just heard some bad news

C) I’m not sure.

D) I will look up.

Question 9 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
9. What do you think?

A) I like it! Beach holidays are relaxed.

B) I like it! Beach holidays are relaxing.

C) I like it! Beach holidays are relax.

D) I like it! Beach holidays are relaxe.

Question 10 of 50

Complete the exchanges. For questions choose A, B, C or D. Mark the answers. 
Dovršite dijalog. Za pitanja izaberite odgovor A, B, C ili D. Označite odgovore. 
 
10. I’ll text you, OK?

A) That will be great!

B) That was great!

C) That would be great!

D) That is going to be great!
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1 ptQuestion 11 of 50

What does the picture say? For questions, mark the answers A, B, C or D on your answer
sheet. 
Šta je na slici? Označite odgovor. 
 

11.

A) Be afraid of the dog.

B) Beware of the dog.

C) Be careful.

D) Dog is barking.
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1 pt

Question 12 of 50

What does the picture say? For questions, mark the answers A, B, C or D on your answer
sheet. Šta je na slici? Označite odgovor. 
 

 
 
12.

A) Don’t pour water.

B) Not drinking water.

C) The tap is not work.

D) No hot water.

Question 13 of 50

What does the picture say? For questions, mark the answers A, B, C or D on your answer
sheet.  
Šta je na slici? Označite odgovor. 
 

 
13.

A) Don’t look at the window.

B) Don’t lean out of the window.

C) Don’t open the door.

D) Don’t stand up. Page 6 of 27



1 ptQuestion 14 of 50

What does the picture say? For questions, mark the answers A, B, C or D on your answer
sheet. Šta je na slici? Označite odgovor. 
 

 
14.

A) Don’t use an axe.

B) Don’t cut down trees.

C) Save this tree.

D) Don’t take the Christmas tree.
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Question 15 of 50

What does the picture say? For questions, mark the answers A, B, C or D on your answer
sheet.  
Šta je na slici? Označite odgovor. 

 
 
15.

A) Slippery floor.

B) Ice skating.

C) Fall down.

D) Take care.

Question 16 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
16.   The World Wide Web ___________ in the late twentieth
century.

A) Invent    

B) Invented 

C) Was invented

D) Has been invented
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1 pt

1 pt

1 pt
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Question 17 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
17.    She ____________ us the news as soon as she’d heard it.

A) Told 

B) Was told

C) Has been told 

D) Tells

Question 18 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
18.  Is that the place_________ you bought your coat?

A) What

B) Where

C) Were

D) When

Question 19 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
19.  Jim doesn’t worry about things. He’s very _______________.

A) Ambitious

B) Hard-working

C) Easy-going

D) Reliable

Question 20 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
20.  Please take ___________ your shoes before you come in.

A) Of

B) Off 

C) On

D) Out
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1 pt
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Question 21 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
21. Mia asked me ___________ I liked the city.

A) Did

B) If 

C) Do  

D) Weather

Question 22 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
22.  I ________________ visit my grandparents when I was young.

A) Didn’t used to

B) Didn’t use to 

C) Did

D) Use to

Question 23 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
23.  Don’t get ____________ and shout. Relax!

A) Upset

B) The present

C) Home

D) A job

Question 24 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
24. People became more interested in issues such __________ the
environment, and inventions like jumbo jets made travel cheap
and easy.

A) As

B) For

C) Example

D) Like
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1 pt

1 pt

1 pt

Question 25 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
25.    You ___________ eat meat if you don’t like it. It’s your choice.

A) Have to

B) Mustn’t 

C) Don’t have to 

D) Should

Question 26 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
26. You need to ___________ a seat before you travel.

A) Take

B) Book

C) Reservation

D) Set

Question 27 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
27.  If she wanted to sell the house, we ___________ buy it.

A) Will 

B) Should

C) Would 

D) Have

Question 28 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
28.  If you’d been here, I ________________ you the truth.

A) Would tell 

B) Would have told

C) Have told 

D) Would have tell
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1 pt

1 pt
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Question 29 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
29. Do you __________ going to the cinema?

A) Fancy

B) Wish

C) Want  

D) Would like

Question 30 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
30.   They had been ___________ married for twenty years.

A) Happy

B) Happily

C) Happyly

D) Happiest

Question 31 of 50

Choose the correct answer and circle the letter in front of it: 
 
30.   I never go ____________ a dessert. I love sweet food!

A) With

B) Without

C) Down

D) Up

Question 32 of 50

For questions choose the correct word with the correct spelling.  
Za pitanja izaberite odgovarajucu reč ispravno napisanu. 
 
32. He doesn’t __________ in ghosts.

A) Believe

B) Beleive 

C) Belive

D) Beleve
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1 pt

1 pt

1 pt

Question 33 of 50

For questions choose the correct word with the correct spelling. 
Za pitanja izaberite odgovarajucu reč ispravno napisanu. 
 
33.    Something was pushing ___________ way through the
bushes.

A) It’s 

B) Its

C) Its’ 

D) I’ts

Question 34 of 50

For questions choose the correct word with the correct spelling. 
Za pitanja izaberite odgovarajucu reč ispravno napisanu. 
 
34.  Tom hung a ___________ on the wall.

A) Calendar

B) Calender

C) Celender

D) Calendre

Question 35 of 50

For questions choose the correct word with the correct spelling. 
Za pitanja izaberite odgovarajucu reč ispravno napisanu. 
 
35. On the __________ of July, there was a heavy rain.

A) Twelve

B) Twelvth

C) Twelfth 

D) Twelveth
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1 ptQuestion 36 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
36.   Which holiday might be a bad idea for people who want to
save money?

A) Adventure holiday

B) City break

C) Beach holiday

D) Rural tourism holiday
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1 ptQuestion 37 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
37.   Which holiday might be a bad idea for people who want to lose
weight?

A) Adventure holiday

B) City break

C) Beach holiday

D) Rural tourism holiday
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1 ptQuestion 38 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
38.  What are the advantages of the Beach holiday?

A) You will lose weight.

B) You will feel relaxed.

C) You will swim in the sea.

D) You will save money.
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1 ptQuestion 39 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
39.  According to this text, on which holiday will you want to take
photos?

A) Adventure holiday

B) City break

C) Beach holiday

D) Rural tourism holiday
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1 ptQuestion 40 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
40.  What does the word FRENETIC mean? 

A) Fast and energetic.

B) Tired.

C) Simple.

D) Same as usual.
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1 ptQuestion 41 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
 
41. What is the writer’s purpose?

A) To recommend his / her top five holidays

B) To describe different kinds of holidays

C) To advertise holidays for a promotion

D) To talk about himself / herself
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1 ptQuestion 42 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
42.  What kind of holidays does the writer like?

A) The writer likes adventures.

B) The writer loves to rest.

C) The writer loves winter holidays.

D) The writer loves rural areas.
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1 ptQuestion 43 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
43.  What doesn’t the writer like?

A) He/ She doesn’t like typical holidays.

B) He/ She doesn’t like being on a diet.

C) He/ She doesn’t like going out.

D) He/ She doesn’t like culture. 
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1 ptQuestion 44 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
44.  What can you visit in cities?

A) Galleries

B) Restaurants

C) Grandparents

D) Mountains
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1 ptQuestion 45 of 50

Read the article and answer questions. Choose A, B, C or D. 
Pročitajte tekst i odgovorite na pitanja. Izaberite A, B, C ili D. 
 
Holidays for everyone 
 
Since the explosion of mass market package holidays in the 60s, more and more people
enjoy travelling abroad. In recent years the industry has become much more varied and
today everyone can find the perfect holiday deal. 
 
A. Rural tourism holiday 
 
In addition to enjoying the peace and quiet of the countryside, you’ll probably save money
while you try the local specialties and eat in the local restaurants. But here’s a warning: This
isn’t a good choice if you are on a diet!
 
B. Beach holiday 
 
This is not my favourite kind of holiday, but perhaps the most relaxing. If you have a frenetic
lifestyle at home, you might want a simple holiday where all the days follow the same
routine: sun, sand and sea. 
 
C. Adventure holiday 
 
If, like me, you hate being ordinary, you’ll love an adventure holiday. You’ll test yourself and
your physical fitness up mountains, on rivers or in jungles, and no day will be the same.
Don’t forget to bring your camera! 
 
D. City break 
 
These are perfect for people who love culture. You can visit galleries and museums and
enjoy a great night life. Prices are often expensive, so try visiting markets instead of eating in
restaurants. 
 
E. Winter sports holiday 
 
I’m not a fan of winter, but for many of you a sports holiday in the snow is a perfect break.
You’ll get fit and lose weight – and have fun! You’ll love the gear, too. These holidays are all
about style. 
 
45.  What can you explore on an Adventure holiday?

A) Mountains, jungles, and rivers

B) Sun, sand and sea

C) Galleries and museums

D) Countryside
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Question 46 of 50

Read the text and chose the correct answer 
 
Happy Child- A Unique Summer Camp Experience 
 
In Colorado there is a very special camp which runs for 4 weeks each summer. 
Fun Activity Programs 
- For children ages to 18 
- Field trips 
- In-House activities 
- English in Use 
- Swimming 
- Games   
- Story time 
- Dance and Music         
Registration for campers will take place at the bus office 
from Sunday, July 12 to Sunday, August 9. 
 
46. In this camp you cannot

A) Practice your English

B) Have fun

C) Go on a trip

D) Ride a bike

Question 47 of 50

Read the text and chose the correct answer 
 
Happy Child- A Unique Summer Camp Experience 
 
In Colorado there is a very special camp which runs for 4 weeks each summer. 
Fun Activity Programs 
- For children ages to 18 
- Field trips 
- In-House activities 
- English in Use 
- Swimming 
- Games   
- Story time 
- Dance and Music         
Registration for campers will take place at the bus office 
from Sunday, July 12 to Sunday, August 9. 
 
47. How long can you stay there?

A) 28 days

B) 4 days

C) Half a month

D) A week
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Question 48 of 50

Read the text and chose the correct answer 
 
Happy Child- A Unique Summer Camp Experience 
 
In Colorado there is a very special camp which runs for 4 weeks each summer. 
Fun Activity Programs 
- For children ages to 18 
- Field trips 
- In-House activities 
- English in Use 
- Swimming 
- Games   
- Story time 
- Dance and Music         
Registration for campers will take place at the bus office 
from Sunday, July 12 to Sunday, August 9. 
 
48.  In this camp you can

A) Go surfing

B) Go bungee-jumping

C) Play games

D) Play video games

Question 49 of 50

Read the text and chose the correct answer 
 
Happy Child- A Unique Summer Camp Experience 
 
In Colorado there is a very special camp which runs for 4 weeks each summer. 
Fun Activity Programs 
- For children ages to 18 
- Field trips 
- In-House activities 
- English in Use 
- Swimming 
- Games   
- Story time 
- Dance and Music         
Registration for campers will take place at the bus office 
from Sunday, July 12 to Sunday, August 9. 
 
49.  You can go there

A) In summer

B) In winter

C) In autumn

D) In spring
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Read the text and chose the correct answer 
 
Happy Child- A Unique Summer Camp Experience 
 
In Colorado there is a very special camp which runs for 4 weeks each summer. 
Fun Activity Programs 
- For children ages to 18 
- Field trips 
- In-House activities 
- English in Use 
- Swimming 
- Games   
- Story time 
- Dance and Music         
Registration for campers will take place at the bus office 
from Sunday, July 12 to Sunday, August 9. 
 
50.  You have to be

A) 18 years old

B) Under 18

C) Over 18

D) Under 16
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